Bridge Communications presents...

Conference Series, 3-6 hours

Percent, place, & position
—math & science numbers
ASL Numbers for Educational Interpreters

Numbers are a basic expression of language fluency yet many interpreters do not
produce ASL’s various number systems correctly. As an interpreter in the educational
system, you are a language model for Deaf students. Consider the following example:
“Please turn to chapter three. Read about Christopher Columbus’ third voyage in his
three ships. On this trip, he finally reached South America where he spent ¾ of a year
exploring.” This utterance expresses four different numbering systems in ASL.

Topics we will cover

Numbering systems differ in English and ASL. English is relatively straightforward with
only two categories. In contrast, ASL has more than two-dozen systems including
nominals, fractions, quantifiers, and spatial/temporal. While many systems are familiar,
interpreters can struggle with knowing which system to use. This is especially true
with some of the more unique systems. Expressing ASL numbers incorrectly can
make an interpreted message difficult for Deaf students to understand, hinder
comprehension of educational content, affect their language development, fluency,
and proficiency.

• Know when to use a particular system in an
ASL message

Using signed video texts, participants will learn to recognize, accurately articulate, and
correctly use specific ASL numbering systems used in education. Increase your
language fluency in ASL with numbers!

• Recognize different ASL numbering
systems commonly encountered in
education
• Learn how to articulate the different number
systems

• View ASL numbers used in context
• Enhance language accuracy, competency
and comprehensibility in ASL messages

All CEUs approved through the
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
Certiﬁcation Maintenance Program
and Associate Continuing Education
Tracking Program.

David N. Evans is a nationally-certified practitioner with over 25 years of providing ASL-English
interpretation services, working extensively in conference settings as well as in music/performing
arts, corporate and community settings.
Educating interpreters for two decades, David's sessions are interactive, entertaining, and
informative—creating a relaxed, safe environment for all audiences. He has presented at
conferences from the local to international with a record attendance of over 1,250 participants at
the 2009 RID Conference in Philadelphia. Other accomplishments include presenting at two
National Alliance of Black Interpreters (NAOBI) conferences and four national RID conferences.
David established Bridge Communications in 1996 to further his goals of providing skill-building
workshops and video materials for ASL-English interpreters.
When not on the road presenting, he makes his home with his partner, cat, and dog in Minneapolis,
where he enjoys playing Frisbee, listening to disco, and taking walks around the city's many lakes.

